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I was a software engineer for ~10 years before transitioning to product management in 2015. I have
worked at 4 technology startups and 1 multinational corporation. Along the way, I launched my own
products and open-source projects. I care a lot about strategy, usability, and culture.

Experience
Technical Product Manager at Nautilus Labs
Artificial intelligence to advance the efficiency of ocean commerce
February 2018–current (New York, NY)
● Create an outcome-driven product roadmap
● Define and track KPIs and other measurable success criteria
● Enable agile product philosophy across the technical organization
Technical Product Manager at Phosphorus
A computational genomics company
January 2017–December 2017 (New York, NY)
● Led the product development cycle: requirements gathering, sketching and wireframing,
backlog estimation and prioritization with the leadership team, and acceptance testing
● Managed alongside the CTO a team of 13 engineers following the Scrum framework
Founder at Fitmeal
The 1st NLP (Natural Language Processing) service for food
August 2015–December 2016 (Brooklyn, NY)
● Managed all aspects of the project including user research, strategy and roadmap,
design and engineering, customer support, marketing, and business development
● Used machine learning technology to find correlations between users’ diet
and their health conditions
Software Engineer at eBay
December 2011–June 2015 (New York, NY)
● Developed new user experiences, such as eBay Feed (items resurfaced based on users’
interests), Today (browsable collections curated daily), and Story (inspiring articles)
● Led the internationalization of the homepage to 20+ countries
Web Designer & Developer at Hunch
A recommendation engine acquired by eBay
June 2010–November 2011 (New York, NY)

Education
École Polytechnique de l’Université Grenoble Alpes
Master of Science in Engineering
2004–2007 (Saint-Martin-d'Hères, France)
● Completed a 1-year exchange program at Concordia University (Montreal, Canada)
● Interned at a Human-Computer Interaction research lab focusing on the plasticity of interfaces

